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Call for Nominations       Entry Form Deadline: 
Chapter Recognition Awards 2018   Friday, February 16, 2018 

AIA Orlando MEDAL OF HONOR Award 
The AIA Orlando Board of Directors approved a proposal proffered by the Awards and Recognition Committee to 

create the Medal of Honor. This award will be the highest honor the Chapter can bestow on a Member. 

Purpose: The Medal of Honor shall be awarded to a distinguished AIA Orlando Member who has demonstrated extraordinary service 
to AIA Orlando, the Central Florida community or the profession of Architecture. While this honor is not intended to be a life time 
achievement award, it should represent and credit a series of substantial achievements throughout ones career that distinguishes the 
Member in the eyes of his or her peers related to design, practice, education, research, literature, leadership in the profession or public 
service. 

Eligibility: The recipient of the Medal of Honor must be or have been, in the case of retirement or death, a member in good standing of 
the AIA for a period of ten years.   

Nomination Process: A nomination must be made by at least five AIA Orlando Members (Associate members are not eligible to be 
nominees). Nominations shall include a detailed biography and history of achievement with examples of the individual’s achievements 
(not to exceed 15 pages). Nominees shall be AIA members in good standing for at least ten years.  

Nominated by Any 5 AIA Members in good standing: 

1. Signature/date:  

a. Full name/Firm:  Michael Lingerfelt, FAIA / Lingerfelt International 
b. Address:  6333 Conroy Road, #2408, Orlando, Florida 32835 
c. Phone Number/E-Mail Address:  (407) 501-5115 / mlingerfelt@Lingerfelt-Int.com  
d. AIA Membership Number: 30011495 

2. Signature/date:  

a. Full name/Firm:  Dan Kirby, FAIA / Jacobs 
b. Address:  200 South Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32801 
c. Phone Number/E-Mail Address:  (407) 648-8888 / dan.kirby@jacobs.com  
d. AIA Membership Number: 

3. Signature/date:  

a. Full name/Firm:  Nathan Butler, FAIA / HKS Architects, Inc. 
b. Address:  225 East Robinson Street, Suite 405, Orlando, Florida 32801 
a. Phone Number/E-Mail Address:  (407) 648-9956 / nbutler@hksinc.onmicrosoft.com  
b. AIA Membership Number: 30124523 

4. Signature/date:  

a. Full name/Firm:  Hank Wolf, AIA  
b. Address:  1035 Silver Palm Pane, Maitland, Florida 3275 
c. Phone Number/E-Mail Address:  (321) 277-1921 / hank@wolfarchitect.com  
d. AIA Membership Number: 30014697 

5. Signature/date:   

a. Full name/Firm:  Michael Chatham, AIA 
b. Address:  120 North Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida 32801 
c. Phone Number/E-Mail Address:  (407) 644-2656  / mchatham@hhcp.com  
d. AIA Membership Number:  30077808 
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The Medal of Honor shall be awarded to a distinguished AIA Orlando 
Member who has demonstrated extraordinary service to AIA Orlando, 
the Central Florida community or the profession of Architecture.  
While this honor is not intended to be a life time achievement award, 
it should represent and credit a series of substantial achievements 
throughout one’s career that distinguishes the Member in the eyes of 
his or her peers related to design, practice, education, research, 
literature, leadership in the profession or public service. 

 

Beginning in Orlando… 
Since developing and honing his AIA leadership skills in Orlando, William J. Hercules, FAIA, FACHA, ACHE, 
LEEDap, has become an international leader of professional organizations, bridging architecture and owner groups 
in his healthcare specialty, and returning its benefits to his Orlando colleagues. 

AIA Orlando was the platform upon which Bill first exerted his professional influence beyond his practice 
boundaries.  Several years ago, he and his AIA Orlando peers Bill Yeaple, PhD, AIA, Chris O’Brien, AIA, Wayne 
Baker, PhD, AIA, Steve Langston, AIA launched a fledgling committee focused on healthcare design within AIA 
Orlando and linked its programming and activities to the national AIA Knowledge Community for healthcare design. 

As the second Chairman of that committee, he skillfully applied his gifts of community-building and governance to 
AIA Orlando and grew it to become one of the largest programs within AIA Orlando during his two-term tenure. 

Bill and the team developed and secured funding for a statewide student charrette program involving all six 
schools of architecture to come to Orlando for a weekend charrette.  This program ran for three years before the 
UF CityLab was born, and it connected talented students with AIA Orlando architects that supported them. 

On that foundation, Bill has built the respect of his peers across 
Orlando, Florida, and the U.S. as he matriculated into positions of 
greater influence – many times resonating through and beyond the 
matrix of our profession.  Having gained that vast leadership 
experience, he’s now revitalizing Orlando’s healthcare community 
through his connections, counsel, and young leader development. 

Guiding students in the Student Healthcare Charrette in Orlando 
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National & International Influence: 
Backstory 

Bill’s professional contributions have been nationally recognized by his peers and clients as one of the leading 
architects in healthcare design.  He is a member of the American Institute of Architects College of Fellows and the 
American College of Healthcare Architects (ACHA) Council of Fellows, and he is one of only 49 living dual-
Fellows, internationally. 

The ACHA is a national organization of the best and brightest in the healthcare architecture space.  It is the only 
specialty Board certification recognized by the AIA and the only one of its kind in the world.  The ACHA began out 
of the AIA’s healthcare Knowledge Community – the AIA Academy of Architecture for Health, by a group of 
pioneering healthcare architects who chose to create a platform of distinction and celebrate those who have 
demonstrated excellent proficiency in healthcare architecture, through a rigorous process that is both legally 
defensible and professionally sound. 

 

National President of the American College of Healthcare Architects. 
After serving two consecutive terms as a national ACHA Regent, Bill is currently serving as the ACHA’s 15th 
national President, employing the leadership skills first developed while serving on the AIA Orlando Board 
of Directors.  His presidency is marked by an ambitious strategic agenda and the multi-year execution of several 
key initiatives including: 

• Doubling the number of Board-certified healthcare architects by 2025. 
• Becoming the global gold standard for healthcare architectural competency, and exporting American 

certification in healthcare architecture abroad. 
• Confirming that the original organization’s pioneering spirit relates to the current strategic direction by 

engaging with all Past Presidents. 
• Confirming the means for existing Board-certified healthcare architects remain at the top of their knowledge, 

through lifelong learning to demonstrate undisputable subject-matter expertise. 
• Communicating value to internal and external audiences by amplifying professional achievements of individual 

Board-certified healthcare architects. 
• Deepening the value and meaningful presence with external allied professional organizations. 
• Sustaining organizational excellence through leadership development 
• Clarifying and factually defending the distinction between certified and non-certified healthcare architects. 
• Confirming that the College’s examination process continues to maintain a balance of knowledge, experience, 

and skills. 
 

These leadership skills were first developed in Orlando and subsequently refined 
by participating and leading various components of the College including:  
Advanced Education, Networking, External Relations, Awards, and Operations.  
The personality types of very well-credentialed top performers required finesse 
and diplomacy to align the nations top healthcare architects around a common 
vision and execute it effectively.  
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National Educational with American College of Healthcare Executives 
Bill has advanced the practice of architecture by integrating the perspectives of multiple Knowledge Communities – 
architects, clients, academia and the public.  With a focus on driving value for architects with the executives of 
health systems, Bill exercised his position as an ACHA Regent to engage with the American College of Healthcare 
Executives, the 48,000-member professional organization representing hospital administrators to develop a bi-
directional educational exchange. 

His work began in 2013 with the invitation of the then new ACHE CEO 
to be the keynote speaker at a national luncheon in Chicago, but with 
the dual purpose of introducing her to into the realm of architecture as 
a key component to the overall administrative discourse.  With her 
acknowledgement of such, the two organizations decided the second 
“date” should be a longer exploration of knowledge domains, which 
played into the original strategic purposes. 

Assembling a national team of dual board-certified healthcare architects and ACHE members, he focused quickly 
on the key points of pain for hospital administrators as they had defined them in recent member surveys:  
community health, patient experience, efficient operations.  The team coalesced more than 300 recent 
presentations by many board-certified healthcare architects that might serve these subjects, with the direct 
purpose of creating subject-matter experts for the ACHE within the architectural knowledge domain where none 
existed previously.  This creating the go-to channel for this knowledge to be promulgated within any of the ACHE’s 
three channels of knowledge distribution – education-in-a-box, national webinars, and their annual Congress on 
Healthcare Leadership. 

Initially, the architectural team was dissuaded from expecting a 
role at the prestigious ACHE Congress on Healthcare 
Leadership’s annual international conference until the program 
had been up and running for about 5 years.  However, at Bill’s 
urging and upon the strength of the submissions, two 
presentations were accepted in the first year – which surprised 
the ACHE staff.  This served as the gateway for architectural 
educational programming within a non-architectural realm and 
for healthcare architects to share their subject matter 
expertise.  Subsequently, Bill has been invited to present twice 
at the annual ACHE Congress on his own topic exploring the 
intersection of architecture and health system leadership – 
Symbols of a Legacy, the Nexus of Courageous Leadership 
and Great Architecture. 

 

Developed the National ACHA Legacy Project Award 
Because of his passion for advanced education and the 
dissemination of learning from international iconic healthcare 
projects, the national American College of Healthcare Architects 
Board of Regents entrusted Bill to develop, inaugurate, and 
administer its first project-based national award program – the 
ACHA Legacy Project Award.  This award defines enduring 
healthcare design excellence by recognizing healthcare 

 “I never knew that the profession 
of architecture connected so many 
parts of the healthcare enterprise!” 

- Dr. Susan Lawler, VP 
Professional Development, 

American College of Healthcare 
Executives 

“The much-acclaimed Legacy Award 
program would not have been possible 

without Bill Hercules' inspiration for the 
award and his creative leadership of its 

inaugural implementation” 
- Philip Tobey, FAIA, FACHA, 

Juror 

Celebrating Joint Education with the ACHE CEO & 
2013 ACHA President 
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architecture that has and continues to demonstrate superior planning and design excellence over an extended 
period and sustaining enduring significance.  Healthcare architects view this award as the highest honor for a 
healthcare project – a healthcare architecture analog to the AIA’s Twenty-Five Year Award. 

Bill developed and led the team of national healthcare design 
luminaries that recruited a jury of international reputation to judge 
the projects against a discrete set of criteria developed by the team.  
Bill also administered the award, including the development of the 
public communication strategy.  In its inaugural year, the jury 
awarded two projects – Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center by 
Shepley Bullfinch and Griffin Hospital by S/L/A/M Collaborative. 

The ACHA Board extended Bill’s role into the second award cycle, 
a testament to his standards of excellence and wide-reaching 
effects to elevate the durable qualities of excellent healthcare 
architecture.  On behalf of the ACHA Board, Bill chaired the public 
announcement in the main session plenary focused on this award 
as part of the national 2014 American Society for Healthcare 
Engineering’s Planning Design and Construction Conference, 
which was attended by more than 3,500 stakeholders in healthcare 
planning, design, and hospital system administrators.  The award 
and its story were celebrated by several print and digital media - 
Architect, Hospitals and Health Networks, Healthcare Design, 
Health Facilities Management, and a video compendium was 
created to be publicly accessible on the ACHA website. 

After he had handed the administrative leadership to the next 
generation of leaders, Bill was invited to participate on its 2015-16 
jury cycle. 

 

Additional National Influence 
• Bill is currently leading the effort for American Board certification for eligible healthcare architects in non-U.S. 

jurisdictions.  Relying upon the NCARB standard for basic architectural licensure, Board certification in the 
healthcare specialty will be first offered in Australia, with several other countries likely to meet certification 
threshold requirements.  This results in the global export of the American expertise standard. 
 

• As President of the ACHA, Bill is working with the current presidents of the AIA’s Academy of Architecture for 
Health, the Academy of Architecture for Health Foundation, and the Facilities Guidelines Institute to re-
establish and clarify the purposes of other sister organizations with the healthcare architecture realm, to allow 
each organizations’ purposes to coordinate and be mutually supportive in four areas of Board-certification, 
Education and Networking, Funding Research, and Standards Development. 
 

• He has developed a matrix to clarify the long-term career milestones for architects specializing in healthcare 
architecture from being an architectural student through becoming a global profession shaper.  This matrix 
uses the purposes of the four healthcare architecture organizations as ways of progressing through an 
architectural career.  It only includes basic licensure but forms a pathway for individuals to continue to reach 
well beyond it. 
 

Hand-picked Inaugural Legacy Project Award jury 
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• Bill led a national team of the AIA’s Academy of Architecture for Health 
Knowledge Community to create the national framework to facilitate dozens 
of new regional AIA AAH components across the U.S.  Drawing on his 
experiences developing the Orlando AAH, Bill and his team developed 
the Component Toolkit, a collection of organizational best practices 
for initiating local components in healthcare architecture.  According to AIA national, this toolkit has also 
served two new non-healthcare national AIA Knowledge Communities in their formation.  

 
• Bill advanced the practical knowledge and skills of thousands of Architects nationally through the development 

of scores of advanced ACHA Master Series educational sessions held at nine annual national and regional 
education events, including Florida’s annual Agency for Healthcare Administration Seminars held in Orlando. 
 

• Bill has juried multiple events for national educational conference content, student charrettes, and design 
competitions, he has authored numerous papers and spoken at several international conferences about 
healthcare design and leadership, and he has won many awards for his practice work.  The following list 
represents recent knowledge multiplication: 

o ACHE Congress, Symbols of a Legacy, 2017 & 2018 
o AIA-AAH Orlando Show Me the Money, 2018 
o HCD17, National Student Charrette, National Jury, 2017 
o AIA-AAH / ACHA Summer Leadership Summit, Evolution Revolution, 2017  
o Johnson University, Architecture in the Humanities, 2017 
o ASHE PDC, National Student Charrette, National Jury, 2017 
o AIA-AAH Orlando, Sharpening the Focus on the Patient Experience, 2017 
o ACHE Central Florida Healthcare Facilities of the Future, 2011-16 
o Florida Architect, There are Many Voices in Space, 2016 
o ACHA Legacy Project Award National Jury, 2015 
o Stryker National Annual Forum, The Future of Surgical Care, 2014 
o ASHE PDC, Building for the Ages Plenary, 2014 
o University of Central Florida, Walkable Communities, 2013 
o Florida AHCA Seminars, Master Series Plenaries, 2012-2018 
o Florida Architect, Healing the Future, 2012 
o AIA-AAH Orlando, Road to Recovery, 2011 
o FFA, Healthcare Center for the Homeless 2010 
o University of Florida, Jury, 2010 
o AAH National Student Charrettes, 2006-08 
o Facility+Care, Facility Performance, 2007 

 

  

Presenting at ACHE Congress on Healthcare Leadership in 
Chicago 

Presenting at 2014 Summer Leadership 
Summit in Chicago 
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Statewide Influence: 
Backstory 

Bill’s professional work has been recognized across the State of Florida as the senior voice of healthcare 
architecture, and a leader among leaders within the ranks of AIA Florida.  Bill’s involvement at a state level began 
with his interest in extending the student charrettes that were a mainstay of the AAH Orlando with a prize-funding 

source through the Florida Foundation for Architecture.  John Ehrig, 
FAIA, and Nathan Butler, FAIA were instrumental in connecting the 
student charrette and prize-funding together.  A competition agenda 
was developed within a grander idea about connecting statewide 
design needs to students and emerging professionals.  These 
included subjects of Education, Housing and Healthcare.  The first of 
its kind with prize money, was the Healthcare Center for the 
Homeless statewide competition.  Since the subject was healthcare 
related, Bill convened the jury on behalf of the Florida Foundation for 
Architecture.  And he and wife, Elizabeth, created and funded the 
Hercules Prize for Design Innovation as the top prize.  At the request 
of John Ehrig, FAIA, the Florida Foundation for Architecture invited 
Bill onto its Board of Directors.  Through his leadership and focus, 
Bill eventually became the Board President, and had two significant 
accomplishments. 

 

STE[A]M:  Architects in Education 
Consistent with the purpose of the Florida Foundation for 
Architecture, Bill convened a task force to study national best 
practices to meaningfully engage with the public around 
architecture.  The national survey identified a need to focus on 
school-age children, specifically in grades 4-7.  The value of 
investing professional capital in the future of society with quality 
educational had an added collateral attraction – philanthropy. 

Bill organized a statewide group of young energetic architects to 
develop the content and a focused curriculum that could be 
merged within current STEM education programming to give 
cultural relevance through Architecture to the otherwise disparate knowledge domains– creating STE[A]M. 

The results of the pilot were astounding:  all students had responded 
enthusiastically to the activity-based curriculum, which required active 
imagination and analytical thinking.  A teacher reported that an extremely 
socially reserved 4th-grader blossomed into an active participant because of 
this program.  Leading to the statewide launch, the administrators and 
educators competed for the opportunities to participate – they saw the value 
of integrating technical concepts together with meaning.  The volunteer 
architects realized a purpose much greater than themselves by replicating 
their knowledge into children and the next generation of architects.  This 
program grew to all 13 AIA components in 2016. 

 “The 4th and 5th grade students 
have been given an opportunity of a 

lifetime!  Each week, our students 
look forward to working with a 

group of local Tampa Bay architects, 
who have donated their time and 

talents to show students how what 
they are learning in school can be 

used in the real world.” 
- Joyce Miles, Lee Magnet School 

Principal, HCPS 

Text from John Ehrig's Presentation to AIA 
Florida general assembly 

Students exploring Architecture for 
the first time as part of STE[A]M 
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Florida Peoples’ Choice Awards 
The purpose of the Florida Foundation for Architecture is to advocate the value of architecture beyond the 
profession.  Upon his ascendancy into the Presidency, Bill began to re-focus and activate the 24-year-old 
Foundation into an organization that fulfills its mission by creating value worthy of investment by the public.  Under 
his leadership, the Board of Trustees developed the Florida People’s Choice Award program. 

Seeding the voting with recent AIA Florida Design Award submittals from all 13 Florida-based AIA components, the 
award program simultaneously recognized excellent architecture through web and social media venues as well as 
demonstrated public favor by actively engaging them in conversations about architecture personal stories. 

In its first two seasons, more than 1.3-million votes were cast from 
120 countries.  This international program was also featured in 
more than twenty publications and media outlets including the 
Associated Press and Bloomberg Business Weekly.  The number 
of average annual public voting participants was one vote for every 
30 Florida residents, and more than 180 times the number of AIA 
members in Florida. 

Beyond instigating public 
sound-bites about architecture, Bill’s leadership produced an encore – 
Open Door, owner-directed public tours of the projects, which energized 
the building owners and sustained the public enthusiasm about 
architecture, and within which the public has experienced the deeper 
stories of these places. 

In 2017, the Florida People’s Choice Awards had tallied more than 5.6-
million votes in that year alone.  This program is driving millions of people 
across the world to discuss and appreciating Florida-based architecture.  
Several AIA Orlando projects have made the top-10 lists every year. 

 

Additional Statewide Leadership 
• The Past President of AIA Florida invited Bill to participate in the AIA Florida Strategic Council as a healthcare 

subject-matter-expert.  The Council is currently researching three key areas of concern for Florida’s architects:  
Sea-level rise and flooding, Health, and Economic Opportunity.  While all three components have specific 
architectural implications, the Council had agreed that they are also intertwined.  The Council is made up of 
architects, engineers, and external subject-matter experts, and Bill’s role bridges two, for which he is providing 
research and testimony.  The results of this work will shape future AIA policies and advocacy. 
 

• The AIA Florida Fellows invited Bill to represent them as one of two Florida Regional Representatives in 
matters related to national Fellows business and coordinate the state-wide activities of the Fellows.  Seizing 
the opportunity, Bill recognized the very poor interest in otherwise-qualified candidates not reaching higher be 
recognized nationally through Fellowship in the Institute.  He developed a toolkit to be used by all current 
Fellows in development of future Fellows, and he conducted a joint-presentation on demystifying the 
Fellowship process.  As a result, the number of Florida architects seeking Fellowship tripled in the 2017-18 
season over the previous years, including three from AIA Orlando.  Of those 2/3 of those who submitted were 
elevated representing 4% of the national total. 
 

“Each of the nominated buildings 
has had and continues to have a 
positive impact on its community 
and the people it serves.” 

- Nathan Butler, 2014 FAIA 
Florida President 

 “It was a fantastic idea to have this 
competition.  It got people voting and 

noticing architecture.” 
- Hays Layerd, AIA, 2014 Competition 

Winner 
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• Based on his prior success leading AIA Orlando’s Academy of Architecture for Health and his Component 
Toolkit, AIA Tampa Bay invited Bill to help frame the structure for their emerging AAH component.  A few 
years later, AIA Jacksonville also pressed Bill into service to assist them in the development of their 
Knowledge Community.  AIA Tampa Bay has subsequently developed an annual Healthcare Event, which has 
grown to be one of the largest of its kind in the U.S., drawing more than 200 people annually. 
 

• A statewide healthcare architecture, engineering, and 
construction event has been held in Orlando for decades.  
The purpose of this event, the AHCA Seminars, is to share 
best practices in design for Florida’s hospitals and nursing 
homes, and to remain abreast of the State of Florida’s 
regulatory environment.  Due to its “must know” takeaways, 
this event had generated about 1,000 attendees annually. 

Several years ago, Bill had approached the conference 
organizers, the Florida Healthcare Engineering Association 
offering for the architects to take a more active role in its 
planning and content.  Bill personally solicited keynote 
speakers and participated in the theme development.  That 
year and every year since, the educational content had 
improved to equal that of the larger international 
conferences. 

 

Orlando’s Benefit: 
Backstory 

What began at the old AIA Orlando offices near the Fashion Square Mall, was subsequently refined over lunch at 
the Baja Burrito Kitchen on East Colonial Drive, 
and has been rejuvenated over the past three 
years, Bill’s leadership in the healthcare specialty 
of architecture are indelibly marked on the history 
of AIA Orlando.  A few years after Bill’s leadership 
of the Healthcare Committee, the economy 
collapsed, causing the funding and profession 
interest to wither.  Soon after glimmers of economic hope began to reappear, the Healthcare Committee struggled 
with sustaining bench-depth. 

 

Knowledge Community Renewal 
Having learned national lessons, Bill asked Chris O’Brien, AIA to 
help reconstitute this relevant Knowledge Community.  Due to 
Bill’s national commitments, they both agreed that Chris should 
chair the renewal.  But also, now armed with Bill’s clear national 
knowledge and leadership experience, he fully supported Chris in 
this re-start.  A core team was reformed, and the first restart 

 “This [2017] was the best healthcare event held in 
AIA Orlando ever.  Its educational content rivals 

what happens at the national conferences.” 
- Steve Langston, AIA, ACHA, EDAC, Former AIA 

Orlando AAH Chair  

2017 AIA Orlando AAH Speakers in Orlando 

Speaking at the statewide AHCA Seminars in 
Orlando 
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event was held in February 2017.  Based on the triple digit attendance and healthy financial contribution, the 
program was a professional and organizational success.  And its 2018 encore has equal promise.  The goal of 
returning the national prominence of Orlando’s healthcare architecture and education was fulfilled. 

Returning to Orlando… 
Current Orlando Influence 

Bill remains active in AIA Orlando, lending his leadership and connections whenever called upon to help.  His 
national healthcare facility strategy consultancy is based in Orlando.  His lessons learned from those more 
advanced positionally and intellectually have served to inspire him.  When these heroes turn around and reach out 
to pull him up, he is both humbled and honored.  These are the exemplars that he emulates and is proud to do so 
in Orlando. 

• Based on his national expertise, the University of 
Florida - School of Architecture at CityLab Orlando 
invited Bill to be the lead advisor and subject 
matter expert to develop a new PhD research 
program at the nexus of architecture and 
community health in 2013-14 – then among the 
first of its kind nationally.  Bill convened more than 
a dozen healthcare practitioners from across 
Florida to participate in an advisory symposium for 
the benefit of UF CityLab Orlando. 
 
Had this program then progressed it would have 
extended healthy design thinking beyond a 
traditional healthcare building type into general architectural and urban planning practice.  UF administration 
were interested, but unable to fund it at the time.  Subsequently, Frank Bosworth, PhD, AIA had recently 
suggested a renewed interest in the subject, especially at UF CityLab Orlando. 
 

• The 2017 Design Awards Committee chair had asked Bill to chair the AIA Orlando Chair Fred Pryor Young 
Architect Achievement Award with recent AIA Fellows Dan Kirby, FAIA, and Debra Lupton, FAIA.  This award 
was presented to David Stone, AIA.  Several other young architects had demonstrated strong leadership 
traits, suggesting that AIA Orlando’s future is very bright. 
 

• In 2017, Bill began working with several Orlando Fellows, the Orlando Architecture Foundation, and the 
Central Florida Partnership to create a financially sustainable leadership development program for young 
architects.  While a few components have yet to be tied together, this mirrors the programs that currently exist 
in other AIA components across the country.  Bill’s passion is leadership and is currently working to create an 
environment for AIA Orlando’s young architects to prosper beyond their firms and have influence in their city.  
Had he not launched his profession leadership in Orlando, grew it to national prominence, then his future 
contributions on Orlando’s young architects would simply not exist. 

Convening statewide subject matter expert architects to inform 
UF CityLab Orlando's interest in healthcare 
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